How to reach the Harvey Hall
HARVEY HALL
BOTT A 2 BUILDING

The main lecture hall for
Harvey first-year students
Located in Polo Cravino or The Ship
Location: Polo Cravino or «The Ship» (*La Nave*)

- Istituto Golgi Botta 2 Building
- Via Ferrata, University Campus, Pavia

Main entrance
Enter through the main gate in the University Campus “Polo Cravino”.
Go straight on until you find directly in front of you an INFORMAZIONI sign:
At this point, turn left and enter the door marked DBB:
Take the lift or the stairs up to the 4th floor of the building. Then enter through this door:
Turn right and proceed straight on, until you will find on your right the signpost marked “Harvey Hall”. You’ve reached your destination!